Abstract
Introduction
Optimum allocation of design requirements (reliability, weight, cost, etc.) has been and is an important problem in aircraft conceptual design. A good allocation of design requirements can shorten design cycle, improve performance and reduce cost, etc. Since optimum allocation is to acquire best integration performance by allocating design requirements reasonably, it is an optimization problem in essence. Optimum allocation in aircraft conceptual design is a complicated large-scale problem. Apparently the conventional allocation depending on experience and statistics can hardly provides the best design results. Direct Method (DM) [1, 2] and Decomposition Coordination Method (DCM) [3, 4] are two conventional methods for optimum allocation. DM is problem dependent and cannot reflect comparatively independence of subsystems [3] . DCM is frequently used for large-scale engineering optimization. It transforms an all-at-once optimum allocation problem into many small-scale optimization problems in multi-level nested optimization architecture. Each sub-optimization shares in the duty of optimizing original objective function by minimizing or maximizing part of it. Father optimization requires optimum sensitivity provided by its daughter optimization. More levels the system is decomposed, more complicated the nested optimization of DCM goes and worse convergence appears. It is proven by practice that DCM is very sensitive to step size, which indicates it is not so well in robustness. In addition, like DM, DCM cannot also provide a general allocation framework. For disadvantages mentioned above, DCM is still not so appropriate for aircraft conceptual design. This study is motivated by developing a new method with general allocation framework, better robustness and easy to be carried out, which is appropriate for large-scale optimum allocation problem in aircraft conceptual design.
According to our experience [5] [6] [7] [8] , it is found that Collaborative Optimization (CO) has a few features that are applicable to optimum allocation. Firstly, CO is designed for multidisciplinary complex problems. Secondly, CO provides a general optimization framework. Thirdly, system level providing disciplinary level with targets of variables is similar to allocation of design requirements, which deserves attention mostly. And lastly, coordination for variables of different disciplinary can easily be associated with repeated coordination for design requirements allocation.
In this study, a new method, Collaborative Allocation (CA), is proposed to solve large-scale optimum allocation problem in aircraft conceptual design. CA is of similar solution procedure with CO. CA provides general optimum allocation architecture and is easy to be carried out. And concurrent computation can also be realized. Two numerical examples of reliability optimum allocation are used to describe the implementation procedure of CA for two-level allocation and three-level optimum allocation, respectively, and to preliminarily validate its correctness and effectiveness. Then an engineering problem is to further prove our method is applicable for engineering design. And in last part of this paper, weight requirement allocation is taken as example to briefly describe the mathematical model and solution procedure for collaborative allocation of design requirement in aircraft conceptual design.
Optimum Allocation in Aircraft Conceptual Design
In aircraft design process, before detail design begins, design requirements must be assured to indicate some design constraints, such as reliability and weight constraints for each part of aircraft. The problem, which is how to allocate design requirements can make the system (such as an aircraft) achieving best integration performance, is defined as optimum allocation of design requirements or optimum allocation as abbreviation. For aircraft design, conventional design requirements need to be defined include reliability, cost and weight requirements. They are usually allocated according to topology structure of aircraft, which is characteristic of hierarchy and decomposition. Aircraft can be hierarchically decomposed into wing, fuselage, horizontal tail and vertical tail, etc, or further decomposed into spars, ribs, skins and frames, etc, as shown in Fig.1 . In this way, design requirements may be allocated to large-scale parts (such as wing and fuselage), or to medium-scale components (such as wing box and spar) in more detail. It is apparent that the former belongs to two-level allocation problem and the latter belongs to three-level one. Ref. 9 suggests that the bottom level of decomposed aircraft had better be medium-scale components. It can be concluded that the approach of three-level allocation architecture is sufficient for optimum allocation problem in aircraft conceptual design. 
Principle of CA
For CA, the optimum allocation problem is decomposed into one main optimization problem and several sub-optimization problems. Main optimization provides subsystems with design requirements. Sub-optimization is to minimize the discrepancy between allocation value and its own corresponding variables. Sub-optimization optimizes its local variables, such as structure size, or provides bottom components, such as wing box, with detailed design requirements. The results of sub-optimization are returned to main optimization to construct compatibility constraints. Then main optimization is performed to reallocate design requirements for improving integration performance and progressing toward compatibility between subsystems. CA is of two-level optimization architecture, as shown in Fig.2 . Compared with DCM, CA owns general allocation framework and really realizes separating main optimization from sub-optimization. The allocation procedure of CA is almost same as optimization procedure of CO. Therefore most CO algorithms [5] [6] [7] [8] , such as response surface based CO [6] , Subspace Optimization Algorithm (SAO) [7] , can be applied in CA. The allocation framework of CA is illustrated in Fig.3 . Where, N is the number of subsystems, i is the number of components in subsystem , M i X is design requirement, and
) and ' ij ' ( i ) indicates corresponding value of system, subsystem i and component in subsystem , respectively. For case 1 in Fig.3 , main system provides subsystems with design requirements and subsystems optimize their local variables. And for case 2 in Fig.3 , main system provides subsystems in medium level with design requirements and subsystems gives detailed design requirements for components in bottom level and optimizes local variables of components. Accordingly, in the aspect of allocation architecture, our method is appropriate for conventional optimum allocation problem in aircraft conceptual design. 
Mathematical Model of CA
According to the principle defined in section 2.1, mathematical model of CA is established in Eq.1 and Eq.2. 
Eq.1 is sub-optimization model. Where, and , are design requirement and auxiliary variables for subsystem i provided by main system, respectively. i X and i , as variables in subsystem , correspond to allocated value above. If the system is decomposed in two-level, are local variables in subsystem level, by which and i can be calculated. And for three-level decomposition, i are local variables in component level. In this condition, is acquired through calculation of design requirements of components in subsystem i , and can be gotten in the similar way. Eq.2 is main-optimization model. 
Where, is reliability requirement and C is cost. Subscript ' ' and ' i ' indicates corresponding value of main system and subsystem i , respectively. 
Where, is compatibility constraint corresponding to subsystem i , superscript ' ' indicates value allocated by main system. i Con sys SAO [7] is transplanted into CA to solve this problem, the flowchart of which is shown in Fig.4 . Initial allocation is provided experientially. Auxiliary variables including cost of subsystems are introduced to calculate total cost. Suboptimization is to minimize the discrepancy between allocation value and corresponding value in subsystems. After that linear approximation constraints representing suboptimization are established and return to main optimization to replace initial compatibility constraints. Then main optimization is carried out with reliability and cost of subsystems as design variables, the results of which are reallocated to subsystems. As the iteration going on, the linear approximation constrains provided by subsystems are continuously appended in main optimization. All these linear constraints gradually approach initial constraints, until convergence is achieved. [ ] Table 1 for comparison. And iteration histories for main optimization and sub-optimizations using CA are shown in Fig.5 and 6 , respectively. Table 1 shows that, with constraint of ,
, the lowest cost of 1.9973 and 1.9974 is acquired using CA and DM, respectively, which preliminarily validate our method. Fig.5 and 6 indicates that CA is of better convergence performance, and compatibility constraints finally achieve ideal value zero. 
A Numerical Example of Three-level Allocation Architecture
The reliability optimum allocation problem in Eq.7 is used to validate CA for three-level optimum allocation. Through Fig.7 it is apparent that system is composed of five subsystems and each subsystem encompasses two components.
[ ] According to CA, sub-optimization in Eq.8, Eq.9 and main optimization in Eq.10 is established. Eq.8 is the optimization model for subsystem 1 and 2, while Eq.9 shows that for subsystem 3-5. Main optimization takes the duty of allocating reliability requirements for subsystems, and sub-optimization defines those for components. Auxiliary variables, , are also transmitted to subsystems in addition to reliability requirements to calculate total cost. 
Where, is compatibility constraint corresponding to subsystem i , superscript ' ' indicates value allocated by main system. Response surface based collaborative optimization [6] is transplanted into CA to solve this problem, the flowchart of which is shown in Fig.8 Fig. 8 Flowchart of CA solving allocation problem in Eq.7 DM, DCM and CA are all adopted to solve optimum allocation problem in Eq.7 and results are listed in Table 2 for comparison. Where, S ij ( , ) represents component in subsystem . And Fig.5 and 6 shows iteration histories for main optimization and suboptimizations of CA, respectively. Table 2 shows that, with constraint satisfaction, DM, DCM and CA provide best allocation of the lowest cost of 1.1266, 1.1533 and 1.1397. The solution of DM is a little better than that of CA, which is due to compatibility constraints in main optimization of CA are approximated by quadratic response surface method.
Nevertheless, for problem of multiple variables and complicated analysis, such as aircraft conceptual design, CA is easier to be realized. While compare to DCM, the solution of CA is better, which may be caused by DCM being sensitive to step size. And Fig.5 and 6 shows CA's better convergence performance. 
Reliability Optimum Allocation for An Engineering Truss System
In this section, CA is applied in the reliability optimum allocation problem for an engineering truss in Fig.11 . We aim to define reliability requirement for each bar in it. The dimension and applied force of the truss is listed in Table 3 . The material attributes are listed in Table 4 . Table 3 Data of dimension and applied force Because is much larger than D , the displacement at node 3 or 4 must be much smaller than that at node 7 or 8. That is to say, comparing with the displacement at node 7 and 8, the displacement at node 3 and 4 is near to zero. Therefore, the truss in Fig.11 can be approximately treated as a system composed of two subsystems in Fig.12 . The reliability optimum allocation problem is defined in Eq.11. This problem is carried out to allocate appropriate reliability requirement to each bar, on condition that the reliability requirement for system and subsystems no less than prescribed value. 
Where, , and is reliability requirement for engineering truss system in Fig.11 and subsystems in Fig.12 , respectively. and is reliability requirement and weight of No. bar, respectively,
According to failure rule, multiplied by
is . Because the lower limit of is much larger than that of and is near to 1, can be approximately calculated through multiplying directly by . That is to say, two subsystems in the engineering truss system are supposing to be series-wound. And due to
is no less than 0.99,
must also satisfy this constraint. In this condition, the supposition of subsystems being series-wound is credible.
CA is used to solve the reliability optimum allocation problem in Eq.11. Sub-optimization in Eq.12, Eq.13 and main optimization in Eq.14 is established.
[ ] is pulling stress or crushing stress. and is probability of failure for subsystem 1 and 2, respectively. W is weight of subsystem k , and is compatibility constraint corresponding to subsystem , . Superscript ' sys ' and '*' indicates value allocated by main system and expected value of subsystem, respectively. In order to calculate total weight, auxiliary variables, and , are also transmitted to subsystems in addition to reliability requirements.
Response surface based collaborative optimization [6] is transplanted into CA to solve this problem. In subsystem level, structural reliability optimization is carried out, using O.Ditlevsen's Narrow Reliability Bounds for Structural System [10] . The results are listed in Table 5 . The results using DM are also listed in it for comparison. Table 5 shows that, with constraints satisfaction, DM and CA provide best allocation of the lowest weight of 1119.4 and 1119.6, which is almost equal. It indicates that CA is effective for reliability optimum allocation of engineering design. And the iteration history of main optimization in Fig.13 shows CA's better convergence performance. In aircraft conceptual design, designers care much about how to allocate weight requirements. In this section, how CA can be applied in this problem is briefly depicted. According to decomposition framework of aircraft in Fig.1 , weight requirement is allocated, the allocation architecture of which is shown in Fig. 14. Where, W is weight, is reliability, subscript ' S ', ' ', ' ', ' ', ' ', ' ' and ' ' indicates corresponding value of aircraft, wing, fuselage, wing box, spar, frame and crossbeam. Aircraft is composed of a great deal of largescale parts and medium-scale components, most of which are omitted in Fig.14 Here, total weight of aircraft, , need to be reasonably allocated for components to achieve highest integration reliability , with constraint that is no more than prescribed weight requirement . Mathematical models for weight requirement allocation problem in ). Since optimum allocation must be finished in aircraft conceptual design, calculation of reliability and weight may rely on simplified analysis model. In Fig.15 , constraints at last row in sub-optimization model are side constraints for local design variables, side constraints for reliability and weight of medium-scale components (such as wing box), and side constraints for reliability and weight of large-scale part (such as wing). Constraints at last row in main optimization model are side constraints for reliability and weight of largescale part, and side constraints for integration reliability and total weight. According to mathematical model in Fig.15 , and appropriate CA algorithm is adopted, it is expected that design requirement can be saved and integration performance can be improved. 
